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Capgemini positioned as a Leader in Software Testing Services by NelsonHall

Paris, 17 December 2014 – Capgemini, one of the world’s foremost providers of consulting,
technology and outsourcing services, has been positioned as a Leader in TransformationFocused Testing Services in the first NelsonHall Vendor Evaluation and Assessment Tool (NEAT)
evaluation for Software Testing.
Dominique Raviart, NelsonHall’s ITO Research Director, said: “NelsonHall assesses the testing services
offerings available in the market on an ongoing basis. We look in particular at several features: the
service portfolio, investment in automation and proprietary IPs, a consistent global delivery network with
strong foothold offshore as well as domain knowledge and knowledge of applications being tested. With
this in mind, Capgemini Group (Capgemini and Sogeti) has consistently ranked well in our assessments.
Capgemini Group has a comprehensive and expanding testing service offering, and is investing in IPs
including test case repositories and point tools. Presence in India is sizable and so is local presence,
whether onsite or in factories. In addition, Sogeti is well-known for its sets of books and methodologies
and is active in QA consulting”.

Govind Muthukrishnan, Senior Vice President and Testing Global Service Line Leader at Capgemini
Group said: “We are delighted to be recognized as a Leader in Transformation-Focused Testing Services, and
also positioned as a Leader for Client Efficiency Vendors and for Overall Software Testing Services by NelsonHall

for our software testing capabilities.

This is further testament to how we apply our deep domain

knowledge and can leverage our global footprint across in-market local professional services, combined
with nearshore and offshore testing centers of excellence to deliver QA Transformation through Managed
Testing Services to our clients. This important market recognition shows how our comprehensive and
industrialized software testing services are valued by our clients worldwide.”

News Alert

NelsonHall’s NEAT Tool evaluates vendors through a strategic two-axis model where they are assessed
based on their delivery capabilities to benefit the client and the ability to meet client expectations to
support their innovation journey.

With over 13,800 testing professionals and a further 14,500 application specialists around the world,
Capgemini is committed to continue its growth momentum in software testing with a focus on cost
reduction, quality of services and maximizing the return on investment from its best - in -class Testing and
Quality Assurance services. Together, Capgemini and Sogeti are recognized as world leaders in Quality
Assurance & Testing for their innovative methodologies (TMap® and TPI® to help organizations achieve
their testing and QA goals.
About Capgemini
With more than 140,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world's foremost providers
of consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group reported 2013 global revenues of EUR
10.1 billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions
that fit their needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has
TM
®
developed its own way of working, the Collaborative Business Experience , and draws on Rightshore ,
its worldwide delivery model.
Sogeti is a leading provider of technology and software testing, specializing in Application, Infrastructure
and Engineering Services. Sogeti offers cutting-edge solutions around Testing, Business Intelligence &
Analytics, Mobile, Cloud and Cyber Security, combining world class methodologies and its global delivery
®
model, Rightshore . Sogeti brings together more than 20,000 professionals in 15 countries and has a
strong local presence in over 100 locations in Europe, USA and India. Sogeti is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Cap Gemini S.A., listed on the Paris Stock Exchange.
Learn more about us at www.capgemini.com.
®

Rightshore is a trademark belonging to Capgemini

About NelsonHall
NelsonHall is the leading global BPO and ITO analyst firm with analysts across the U.S., U.K. and
Continental Europe. Founded in 1998, NelsonHall offers a suite of "Speed-to-Source" tools that assist
buy-side executives in saving time and money, while enhancing the quality of their sourcing decisions, in
BPO and ITO evaluations. NelsonHall helps organizations ensure that key sourcing decisions are based
on industry reality not market hype, providing the detailed and objective market and supplier knowledge
required for sourcing success through its sourcing tools, online information, and unrivalled analyst
access.
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